
Split Cooper pair box qubit: the “artificial
atom” with two control knobs



The modern Cooper pair box: Circuit QED

Cooper Pair Box ‘atom’  in resonator
(Schoelkopf group , Yale, 2004)

Transmon Cooper pair box
EJ>>EC insensitive to charge noise 

Koch et al., Yale, 2007

Inspired from cavity QED S. Haroche, JM Raimond, M. Brune
LKB- ENS Paris
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All-Microwave Driven Transmon control  



Interfacing S-Qubits with cryogenic logic  

Replacing room temperature analog components with cryogenic digital 
components

An alternative method for measuring qubits involves mapping the qubit state onto 
the photon occupation in a microwave cavity, followed by subsequent photon 

detection using a Josephson photomultiplier (JPM). The JPM measures the qubit
and stores the result in a classical circulating current.

Existing single flux quantum (SFQ) circuitry. An underdamped Josephson 
transmission line (JTL) can be coupled to the JPM and fluxons traveling 
along the JTL are accelerated or delayed, depending on the circulating 

current state of the JPM. This fluxon delay can then be converted to an 
SFQ logic signal resulting in a digital qubit readout paving the way for

cryogenic digital feedback necessary for error-correcting codes.
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Cryogenic set up for qubit measurement



Cryogenic set up for qubit measurement

RF-lines for qubits
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2020



hybrid quantum systems
quantum interfaces and couplers

any space for alternative systems 
other than SIS?

unconventional systems 
for alternative layout?
SFS and digital modules RSFQ

Conclusions
-Interesting use-cases of quantum computing identified
but  >100  logical (error corrected) qubits needed …

-Low depth processors investigated at Google,  IBM, Rigetti
Target: quantum advantage

-gate-based processors with quantum error correction  
Scalable fab. mandatory.   

-Other routes: hybrids, other types of junctions, RSFQ 


